Abstract This system description paper introduces the OWL 2 reasoner HermiT. The reasoner is fully compliant with the OWL 2 Direct Semantics as standardised by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). HermiT is based on the hypertableau calculus, and it supports a wide range of standard and novel optimisations that improve the performance of reasoning on real-world ontologies. Apart from the standard OWL 2 reasoning task of entailment checking, HermiT supports several specialised reasoning services such as class and property classification, as well as a range of features outside the OWL 2 standard such as DL-safe rules, SPARQL queries, and description graphs. We discuss the system's architecture, and we present an overview of the techniques used to support the mentioned reasoning tasks. We further compare the performance of reasoning in HermiT with that of FaCT++ and Pellet-two other popular and widely used OWL 2 reasoners.
Introduction
In this system description paper we describe the main features of the HermiT ontology reasoner. HermiT supports all features of the OWL 2 ontology language [4] , including all OWL 2 datatypes [26] , and it correctly performs both object and data property classification-reasoning tasks that are, to the best of our knowledge, not fully supported by any other OWL reasoner. In addition to these standard reasoning tasks, HermiT also supports SPARQL query answering, and it uses a range of optimisations [21] to ensure efficient processing of real-world ontologies. Furthermore, HermiT supports several features that go beyond existing standards, such as DL-safe SWRL rules [15, 29] and description graphs [24] -an extension of OWL 2 that allows for a faithful modelling of arbitrarily connected structures.
A key novel idea in HermiT is the hypertableau calculus [30] , which allows the reasoner to avoid some of the nondeterministic behaviour exhibited by the tableau calculus used in Pellet [36] and FaCT++ [39] -two other popular and widely used OWL reasoners. In order to further improve the performance of the calculus, HermiT employs a wide range of standard and novel optimisation techniques, including anywhere blocking [30] , blocking signature caching [30] , individual reuse [25] , and core blocking [7] . HermiT also implements a novel classification algorithm [8] that greatly reduces the number of consistency tests needed to compute the class and property hierarchies.
We have compared HermiT's performance with Pellet [36] and FaCT++ [39] on a set of standard ontologies. Unlike many earlier evaluations, all the ontologies used in our tests are directly accessible via immutable URIs, so our tests are fully repeatable and their results are unambiguous. Our results show that, although HermiT did not outperform the other reasoners on all ontologies, it seemed more robust as it managed to process more 'hard' ontologies.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we introduce HermiT's system architecture; in Section 3 we present an overview of the hypertableau calculus; in Section 4 we discuss several optimisations of the core calculus; in Section 5 we outline the features that go beyond OWL 2 and discuss their support in the reasoner; and in Section 6 we evaluate HermiT's performance on a wide range of ontologies and compare it to the performance of Pellet and FaCT++.
We assume the reader to be familiar with OWL, description logics [12, 22] , and the correspondence between the OWL and the description logic syntax [14] . We take an OWL ontology O to consist of a TBox T and an ABox A, where the former specifies the schema (i.e., the axioms that describe the structure of the domain being modelled) and the latter contains the data (i.e., the assertions describing the objects in a domain of discourse). For brevity we will mainly use the standard description logic syntax; however, as HermiT is an OWL reasoner, we will talk about classes and properties, which are commonly called concepts and roles in the description logic community.
System Architecture
HermiT consists of several components that together implement a sound and complete OWL reasoning system. Figure 1 shows the most important components (e.g., Loading, Classification, etc.) and their main subcomponents. The system has been implemented in Java for portability and easy integration into applications.
Users can interact with the reasoner via three different interfaces: a native Java interface, the OWL API [13] , and a command line interface. HermiT's native interface (the Reasoner component) is a facade that converts typical reasoning tasks into ontology consistency tests-the only reasoning operation supported by the hypertableau calculus. For example, to check whether the currently loaded ontology entails the statement that an object property f is functional, the Reasoner component temporarily extends the ontology's ABox with two object property assertions relating a fresh individual a via the f property with two fresh individuals b and c, and an assertion specifying that b and c are distinct individuals, and then it checks whether such an extended ontology is consistent using the hypertableau calculus; if that is the case, then a model exists proving f to be not functional.
The Reasoner component also implements the OWLReasoner interface from the OWL API. This allows HermiT to be used in any application based on the OWL API, and it also allows the Protégé editor to use HermiT as a plugin. HermiT does not internally use the OWL API data structures to represent ontologies and axioms, so the Reasoner component converts OWL API data structures into HermiT's internal data structures and back.
The command line interface allows users to invoke basic reasoning tasks from the command line. In order to keep the number of command line options manageable, the interface does not expose all of the inferencing capabilities of the reasoner: only common tasks such as ontology classification are supported. The main benefit of the command line interface is that it allows HermiT to be used without any prior setup (e.g., without writing a Java program that invokes the Reasoner component or the OWLReasoner interface).
Loading an Ontology
HermiT internally represents an ontology as a set of (ground) assertions A and a set of DL-clauses C. A DL-clause is an implication of the form
where each B i and H i are atoms constructed using the classes and properties from the ontology; see Section 3 for more detail. A DL-clause straightforwardly corresponds to a first-order implication. The Reasoner component is given an OWL ontology, and then the Loading component constructs the set O of all axioms contained in the given and all directly and indirectly imported ontologies, 1 and converts O into the sets A and C. Towards this goal, the Normaliser component first simplifies complex axioms (e.g., by removing duplicate or irrelevant conjuncts or disjuncts) and then converts the result into a particular normal form; the normalisation step can be seen as a variant of the well-known structural transformation [31, 32] . For example, the complex superclass in the axiom
is normalised so that only a fresh class Q occurs inside the quantifier, and the meaning of Q is captured in a separate axiom; more precisely, the above axiom is transformed into the following two axioms:
ABox assertions are subjected to the same transformation so, after normalisation, the ABox contains only classes and properties, rather than class expressions and property expressions.
Moreover, if present in the input ontology, SWRL rules are normalised along the same lines. OWL supports transitive object properties and property chain axioms; however, these features are not handled directly by the hypertableau calculus as this would make it difficult to ensure termination of the calculus. Instead, the Role Chain Encoder component transforms away transitivity and property chain axioms by introducing additional axioms that ensure equisatisfiability between the original and the transformed ontologies; this transformation is realised using an automata-based technique [16, 23] . The Role Chain Encoder component also introduces axioms encoding the semantics of the the universal object property (i.e., owl:topObjectProperty) if needed (i.e., if it occurs in the ontology).
The resulting axioms are finally converted directly into DL-clauses. For example, the normalised axioms (3) and (4) are translated into the following DL-clauses:
The ontology expressivity (e.g., whether the ontology contains inverse properties or nominals) is also determined during the loading step, and this information is subsequently used to automatically configure certain options that parameterise the hypertableau calculus.
Reasoning-Related Components
As already mentioned, all reasoning tasks are transformed into one or more ontology consistency tests, whose goal is to determine the consistency of the currently loaded sets of assertions A and DL-clauses C. For certain reasoning tasks (e.g., to determine subsumption between complex class expressions), it might be necessary to extend A and C with temporary assertions and DL-clauses that are needed only for this single reasoning task. The satisfiability of A and C is decided using the hypertableau calculus [30] , which tries to construct a pre-model-a finite set of (ground) assertions that describe a (possibly infinite) model satisfying A and C. The Reasoning component implements the hypertableau calculus, and we discuss both the calculus and its implementation in more detail in Section 3.
The Classification component uses the Reasoning component to compute class and property hierarchies-that is, to arrange all classes, object properties, and data properties occurring in the ontology into hierarchies that correctly reflect the relevant subsumption relationships. To classify classes, HermiT uses a novel algorithm [8] that extracts information from the constructed pre-models in order to reduce the number of subsumption tests performed. To the best of our knowledge, all reasoners apart from HermiT classify object and data properties by simply computing the reflexive-transitive closure of the asserted property inclusion axioms, which is known to be incomplete (for both object and data properties) even in very simple ontology languages [8] . In contrast, HermiT reduces property classification to class classification [8] , and so it is the only reasoner that is guaranteed to be complete for object and data property classification.
The Realisation component uses the Reasoning component to compute the set of instances for each class and property in the ontology. Similarly to classification, HermiT optimises this computation by exploiting pre-models constructed during each consistency test. In its default mode, HermiT supports lazy realisation, where known and possible instances of classes are initialised during an initial ontology consistency test, and refined during subsequent query answering. One can, however, also explicitly request a complete computation of the instances of all classes and properties.
Hypertableau Reasoning in HermiT
In this section we describe the Reasoning component of HermiT, which implements the core reasoning task of deciding consistency of a set of assertions A and a set of DL-clauses C. In particular, in Section 3.1 we describe the calculus from a conceptual perspective, in Section 3.2 we present a small example and contrast the calculus with the known tableau calculi, and in Section 3.3 we discuss how the calculus was implemented within HermiT's architecture shown in Fig. 1 .
The Hypertableau Calculus
The formal definition of the hypertableau calculus [30] is rather involved, so we do not repeat it here; rather, we discuss the calculus informally, and in Section 3.2 we illustrate some of its key aspects. The calculus takes as input an ABox A and a set of DL-clauses C. Each DL-clause in C must be of the form 
. . An expression @ x ≤np.C is called an annotation and it essentially captures the at-most number restriction (i.e., ≤ np.C in this case) that gives rise to the equality; this allows us to correctly handle nominals in the presence of inverse properties and number restrictions (cf. the nominal introduction rule described below). Annotations are not needed for at-most restrictions over data properties.
The hypertableau calculus solves the consistency problem: given a set of DL-clauses C and an ABox A, it determines whether C ∪ A is consistent. This is achieved by constructing a derivation for A w.r.t. C, which is a sequence of sets of assertions A 0 , . . . , A n where -A 0 = A, -for each 0 ≤ < n, the ABox A +1 is a possible result of applying a derivation rule to A , and -no derivation rule is applicable to A n .
If a derivation for A w.r.t. C exists such that A n does not contain an obvious contradiction (called a clash), then C ∪ A is consistent and A n is called a pre-model of C ∪ A. In contrast, if no such derivation can be constructed, then C ∪ A is inconsistent. Derivation construction is nondeterministic: there can be more than one way of constructing A i+1 from A i . Thus, to determine that a pre-model of C ∪ A does not exist, all nondeterministic choices must be explored, and this is commonly achieved via backtracking. In the rest of this section we present an overview of the inference rules used to construct a derivation for A w.r.t. C.
The main derivation rule is the Hyp-rule, which ensures that a pre-model satisfies all consequences of the DL-clases in C. Let σ be a mapping from variables to individuals, and let U be an atom; then, σ (U) is the atom obtained from U by replacing each variable x with σ (x). The Hyp-rule is applicable to a DL-clause The ≥-rule ensures that a pre-model satisfies all at-least restrictions. In particular, the rule is applicable to ≥ np.C(s) in A if and only if A does not contain individuals u 1 , . . . , u n such that p(s, u i ) ∈ A and C(u i ) ∈ A for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and u i ≈ u j ∈ A for each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. If that is the case, then the rule deterministically derives
where t 1 , . . . , t n are fresh individuals. Individual s is called a predecessor of each individual t i , and each t i is a called a successor of s; moreover, ancestor and descendant are transitive closures of the predecessor and successor relations, respectively. The ≥-rule introduces fresh individuals, so an unrestricted application of the rule can easily lead to the introduction of an infinite number of fresh individuals and thus prevent the calculus from terminating. In order to ensure termination, the hypertableau calculus uses blocking, which in turn uses the notion of a label of an individual or an individual pair. In particular, let s and t be individuals and let A be an ABox; then, L A (s) and L A (s, t) are defined as follows:
In other words, L A (s) is the set of classes that label s in A, and L A (s, t) is the set of atomic roles that connect s and t in A. The hypertableau calculus can be used with two distinct blocking variants. Single blocking is applicable to ontologies that do not contain inverse properties:
s ). If an ontology contains inverse properties, then pairwise blocking is needed: an individual s with predecessor t is directly pairwise-blocked in
A by an individ- ual s with predecessor t if L A (s) = L A (s ), L A (t) = L A (t ), L A (s, t) = L A (s , t ), and L A (t, s) = L A (t ,
s ).
In both cases, care must be taken to avoid cyclic blocks; we omit the details for brevity. An individual s is blocked in A if either s or some of its ancestors is directly blocked in A by another individual. The ≥-rule is applicable to an assertion ≥ np.C(s) only if s is not blocked, which ensures termination without affecting the calculus' completeness. This can be intuitively understood as follows. Due to the restricted shape of DL-clauses, each ABox A encountered in a derivation has a certain forest shape. Thus, if an individual s is directly blocked by an individual s in A and if both individuals occur in the tree part of A, then the two individuals 'behave' in the same way: all inferences that can be applied to s can be applied to s as well. Thus, instead of applying the ≥-rule to ≥ np.C(s) to create an appropriate subtree, we can 'copy-and-paste' the subtree of s and thus satisfy the assertion. We discuss this in more detail in Section 3.2 by means of an example. The ≈-rule deals with equality assertions. In particular, the ≈-rule is applicable to an assertion s ≈ t in A if s = t, and an application of the ≈-rule merges s and t, as we describe next. To address termination problems caused by merging, the ≈-rule always merges a descendent into its ancestor, and a named individual only into another named individual. Moreover, when individual s is merged into individual t, then s is first pruned-that is, all assertions involving a descendant of s are removed; next, s is replaced with t in all assertions that contain s.
The nominal introduction rule (NI-rule) deals with equalities introduced by number restrictions of the form ≤ np.C. Interactions between nominals and inverse properties can give rise to ABoxes that are not forest-shaped, which can prevent blocking and thus cause termination problems. The NI-rule deals with these problems by promoting some of the individuals introduced by the ≥-rule into root individuals-that is, the promoted individuals are treated in the same way as the named individuals in A 0 , so they may be arbitrarily interconnected. The NI-rule is applicable to an assertion s ≈ t@ u ≤np.C in A if u is a root individual, s and t are not root individuals, and s is not a successor of u. If that is the case, then the NI-rule nondeterministically merges s into a root individual of a special form that was designed so that the number of such individuals can be bounded by the size of A and C. Furthermore, to ensure termination, the NI-rule must be applied before the ≈-rule-that is, if both rules are applicable to the same equality assertion, the NI-rule should be applied first. Finally, the NI-rule is necessary only if nominals, inverse properties, and number restrictions are all used together in (possibly different) ontology axioms.
Finally, the ⊥-rule detects obvious contradictions, called clashes. The rule is applicable to an assertion s ≈ s, or to assertions A(s) and ¬A(s) in A . If that is the case, then the rule derives A +1 = A ∪ {⊥}, which captures the information that ABox A +1 contains a contradiction.
An Example of Hypertableau Reasoning
We next discuss certain aspects of the hypertableau calculus using an ontology O 1 containing assertion (7), and axiom (8) 
To apply the hypertableau calculus, these axioms are first preprocessed as described in Section 2.1, so axiom (8) is converted into DL-clauses (9) and (10).
Applying the Hyp-rule and the ≥-rule without blocking produces an infinite tree-shaped ABox as shown in Fig. 2 ; in the figure, individuals are represented as nodes, property assertions between individuals are represented as arcs, and class assertions are represented by labelling individuals with class expressions. The ABox is infinite because implications between existential quantifiers in O 1 are cyclic. Note, however, that each individual s at the bottom of the figure labelled with A 0 'behaves' in the same way as individual a: the labels of the two individuals coincide, so s is blocked by a. Each inference applicable to s is a 'copy' of an inference applicable to a; thus, even if we do not apply the ≥-rule to assertions ∃r i .A (i+1) mod (n+1) (s) and ∃s i .A (i+1) mod (n+1) (s), we can satisfy the assertions by 'copying' the subtree of a. Hence, the finite part of the ABox above the dashed line is a pre-model for assertion (7) and DL-clauses (9)- (10) .
We next compare the hypertableau calculus with tableau calculi. To this end, let O 2 be O 1 extended with axiom (11), which is converted to DL-clause (12) .
Tableau calculi [3] are similar in principle to the hypertableau calculus: they are given an ontology consisting of an ABox A and a TBox T , and they construct a derivation A 0 , . . . , A n for A w.r.t. T using various inference rules. The main difference to the hypertableau calculus is in the treatment of class inclusion axioms. At least in their unoptimised form [3] , tableau calculi transform such axioms into negation-normal form and then apply them to all individuals occurring in a derivation. For example, an axiom α of the form A B C is converted into an axiom ¬A ¬B C; then, to ensure that each individual s occurring in a derivation satisfies α, a tableau calculus nondeterministically guesses whether s satisfies ¬A, ¬B, or C. The number of such guesses is polynomial in the number of individuals occurring in a derivation and exponential in the number of axioms of the mentioned form, which can cause problems in practice if either of these numbers is large. Tableau calculi address this problem to an extent using absorption optimisations [40] . For example, the mentioned axiom α might be transformed into axiom A ¬B C; then, the axiom is applied to an individual s only if s satisfies A, in which case the rule nondeterministically derives that s satisfies either ¬B or C. This, however, does not eliminate nondeterminism completely, even though the original axiom is deterministic: it corresponds to the Horn clause A(x) ∧ B(x) → C(x). More advanced versions of absorption, such as role [38] and binary [18] absorption, can further reduce the degree of nondeterminism in tableau calculi. None of the known absorption techniques, however, can handle axiom (11); thus, tableau calculi derive a disjunction ∀r 0 .B B for each node of the tree, which gives rise to an exponential number of nondeterministic choices. The aim of the hypertableau calculus is to reduce the degree of nondeterminism. In our example, the Hyp-rule applies the DL-clause (12) only to arcs in the tree connected by property r 0 , which gives rise to a considerably smaller number of nondeterministic choices. The hypertableau calculus thus generalises standard absorption optimisations [2, Chapter 9], role absorption [38] , and binary absorption [18] , as well as allowing additional types of 'absorption' that are not possible in standard tableau calculi. In particular, on Horn ontologies [19] -that is, on ontologies that can be transformed into an equivalent set of Horn clauses-the calculus becomes deterministic. This is important since ontologies considered in practice often consist of mostly Horn axioms.
Implementing the Hypertableau Calculus in HermiT
We next discuss how we implemented the calculus within the Reasoning component of HermiT shown in Fig. 1 . Although the hypertableau calculus comprises relatively simple rules, implementing them efficiently is not trivial.
The Extension Manager component keeps track of the current set of assertions, and it also detects when this set contains a clash. All class assertions are kept in a binary table, and an assertion of the form A(b) is stored in the table as a tuple A, b ; furthermore, all property assertions are kept in a ternary table, and an assertion of the form r(a, b) is stored in the table as a tuple r, a, b . Both tables are indexed so as to allow for easy retrieval of assertions. In order to facilitate backtracking, the class and property assertion tables are used as stacks: assertions are always added at the end of the table, and they are popped off the end during backtracking; moreover, no assertion is ever modified in-place. The state of the tables before a nondeterministic choice is thus fully described by two integers pointing to the tables' ends. All other components of HermiT with state that evolves over time use a similar approach, and so the state of the reasoner at any point in a derivation can be fully described by a handful of integers. This makes the introduction of nondeterministic choices very cheap, which is important since some optimisations used in HermiT (such as individual reuse [25] ) can introduce a very large number of such choices.
The
≤np.C , and it also implements the required pruning operation [30] . Furthermore, the NI Manager component examines annotations in equalities of the form s ≈ t@ x ≤np.C and determines whether s or t should be replaced with a root node due to the NI-rule; if so, it delegates the replacement process to the Merging Manager component.
The Expansion Manager component is responsible for applying the ≥-rule. This is done by invoking one of the (currently two) subcomponents that implement different strategies for dealing with existential quantifiers. The Creation Order expansion manager implements the standard way of dealing with existential quantifiers from tableau and hypertableau algorithms-that is, it introduces a new individual. In contrast, the Individual Reuse expansion manager tries to reduce the size of the constructed pre-model (at the expense of additional nondeterminism) by reusing existing individuals [25] ; we discuss this optimisation in more detail in Section 4.1. Both expansion managers can be parameterised with a blocking strategy, allowing them to use blocking techniques as appropriate for the language that the ontology is expressed in. Supported blocking techniques include pairwise or single anywhere blocking [30] (see Section 4.2), core blocking [7] uses the xsd:minInclusive and xsd:maxExclusive facets to restrict the data values that can be assigned to s to the integers 13 and 14. Given a set of such assertions, the Datatype Manager component uses the algorithm described in [26] to check whether each concrete individual can be assigned a data value in a way that satisfies all of the given assertions. An important aspect of this algorithm is modularity: one can easily add a new datatype without having to change the implementation of the existing datatypes. The DGraph Manager component manages the information relevant to the description graph [24] extension to OWL 2. We describe description graphs and how they are handled in HermiT in more detail in Section 5.2.
The Tableau component orchestrates the pre-model construction process by delegating various subtasks to the relevant components. It first calls the DGraph Manager and the Resolution Manager components to derive all possible fresh facts. Each equality assertion derived during this step is immediately passed to the Merging Manager component, unless the equality assertion is also relevant for the NI-rule, in which case the equality assertion is buffered in the NI Manager component. All contradictions are determined eagerly (i.e., immediately after conflicting assertions are derived), so that backtracking can be initiated as soon as possible. Once all DL-clauses have been applied, the
Optimising Ontology Consistency Tests
HermiT uses several optimisations that improve the efficiency of ontology consistency checking in typical cases. Of particular interest are individual reuse and several blocking optimisations, which we describe in more detail in this section. HermiT also uses dependency-directed backtracking [2, Chapter 9], but this optimisation is standard so we do not discuss it here in more detail.
Individual Reuse
Individual reuse [25] is a technique whose goal is to reduce the size of the constructed pre-models at the expense of additional nondeterminism. Consider again the ontology O 1 from Section 3.2. The part of the ABox from Fig. 2 above the dashed line is the canonical pre-model for O 1 , but it is exponential in the size of O 1 and thus expensive to construct. However, the ABox shown in Fig. 3 is polynomial in the size of O 1 , and it also satisfies all axioms of O 1 . More specifically, to satisfy assertions ∃r 0 .A 1 (a) and ∃s 0 .A 1 (a), we need assertions r 0 (a, b), A 1 (b), s 0 (a, c) , and A 1 (c), but we can obtain a pre-model even if b = c-that is, if we reuse b when trying to satisfy ∃s 0 .A 1 (a). This is possible because the axioms of O 1 do not place many constraints on the shape of the pre-model.
Individual reuse exploits this idea in a systematic way. In particular, we associate with each class C a distinct individual t C ; moreover, we modify the ≥-rule so that it satisfies each assertion of the form ∃r.C(s) through assertions r(s, t C ) and C(t C ). Such a modification, however, can cause problems. For example, let O 3 be the ontology obtained by extending the ontology O 1 from Section 3.2 with axiom (13), which corresponds to DL-clause (14) .
It should be clear that O 3 is consistent: the pre-model shown in Fig. 2 satisfies O 3 as well. The pre-model shown in Fig. 3 , however, does not satisfy O 3 since DL-clause (14) is not satisfied when x is mapped to the individual labelled with A 1 . In other words, the modified ≥-rule can overconstrain the pre-model, which makes the calculus unsound. In order to regain soundness, we make the modified ≥-rule nondeterministic: if reusing an individual leads to a clash, then we backtrack and introduce fresh individuals as usual. In our example, as soon as we detect that DL-clause (14) is not satisfied, we backtrack and introduce two fresh successors for a, but we still try to satisfy further existential restrictions by reusing individuals. In this way, we obtain the polynomially-sized pre-model shown in Fig. 4 . Individual reuse can thus incur a significant degree of nondeterminism, but it can also considerably reduce the size of the constructed pre-models. As the results of our evaluation in Section 6 show, this technique is very effective on a range of ontologies. However, on ontologies that tightly constrain the shape of pre-models, the large number of nondeterministic choices causes considerable backtracking, which can render the technique impractical. We observed that this often happens on ontologies containing functional and inverse-functional properties. For example, if we extend O 3 to make properties r 1 and s 1 inverse-functional, then all individuals labelled with A 1 must be merged, so the pre-model becomes as shown in Fig. 3 ; then, DL-clause (14) is not satisfied, which triggers further backtracking. 
Anywhere Blocking
As we discussed in Section 3.1, to use blocking we must ensure that there are no cyclic blocks; otherwise, it is not possible to 'copy-and-paste' the blocker's subtree. Prior to HermiT, this requirement was satisfied using ancestor blocking [17] : an individual s could directly block an individual s only if, in addition to the usual requirements on single or pairwise blocking, it is the case that s is an ancestor of s. This, however, can lead to the generation of very large pre-models. For example, Fig. 2 shows the pre-model for O 1 obtained using single ancestor blocking, and, as one can see, the pre-model is exponential in the size of O 1 .
In order to reduce the size of pre-models constructed on typical ontologies, the hypertableau calculus uses anywhere blocking [30] . To this end, we assume that all individuals in an ABox are ordered according to some strict ordering ≺ compatible with the ancestor relation (i.e., we have u ≺ v whenever u is an ancestor of v). In practice, ≺ corresponds to the order in which individuals were introduced during a derivation. Then, an individual s can directly block an individual s if, in addition to the usual requirements on single or pairwise blocking, we also have that s ≺ s. Individuals s and s thus do not need to be related through the ancestor relation, but absence of cyclic blocks is guaranteed since ≺ is acyclic.
In practice, ancestor blocking can considerably reduce the size of the constructed pre-models. For example, given the ontology O 1 from Section 3.2, anywhere single blocking produces the pre-model shown in Fig. 5 , where dashed arrows point from blockers to blocked individuals. As one can see, switching from ancestor to anywhere blocking can reduce the pre-model size by an exponential factor. Moreover, the pre-models constructed using anywhere blocking are never larger than those constructed using ancestor blocking, and are often considerably smaller, so anywhere blocking is an important optimisation that allows HermiT to process many nontrivial ontologies. 
Blocking via Signature Caching
Anywhere blocking enables a very effective caching technique that can considerably reduce the number of inferences that the reasoner performs over the course of its lifetime. We explain this technique by means of the example ontology O 1 from Section 3.2, where we assume that we must check the satisfiability of each class A i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We can do this by iteratively checking the satisfiability of DL-clauses (9)- (10) and the assertion A i (a i ), where individuals a i are fresh. Furthermore, let us assume that we initially determine that A 0 is satisfiable by constructing a pre-model A 0 for (9)- (10) HermiT implements a slightly more refined version of this idea. In particular, note that we do not really care about the assertions in pre-model A 0 ; instead, we can just memorise the signatures of potential blockers. For single blocking, a signature is just a set of classes, and each individual s in an ABox A is associated with the signature L A (s). For pairwise blocking, a signature is a 4-tuple of two sets of classes and two sets of object properties, and each individual s with predecessor t in an ABox A is associated with the signature
s)
. Blocking via signature caching now works as follows. Each time the hypertableau calculus produces a pre-model A, for each non-blocked individual s in A, we extract from A the signature for s and add it to a global cache. In each subsequent run of the hypertableau algorithm, if we determine that the global cache contains the signature of an individual u, then we know that u is blocked by some individual s from a previous run of the algorithm; otherwise, we determine the blocking status of u as usual. The global cache can be implemented easily using a hash table. This optimisation can greatly improve the performance of reasoning tasks that involve more than one run of the hypertableau algorithm on ontologies without nominals.
Core Blocking
Core blocking [7] is another technique that HermiT uses in order to curb the size of the generated pre-models. It is based on an observation that, even if individuals s and s do not satisfy the relevant direct blocking conditions from Section 3 exactly, it might still be possible to 'cut-and-paste' the subtree under s . We explain this using an ontology O 4 that is obtained by extending ontology O 1 from Section 3.2 with axioms (15)-(16) instantiated for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
These axioms correspond to DL-clauses (17)- (18) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
We next discuss the construction of a derivation for O 4 . After applying the hypertableau rules to assertions involving individual a, we obtain the ABox shown in Fig. 6a . At this point, the labels of individuals b and c coincide, so individual b blocks individual c. Next, we apply the ≥-rule to b, and then we apply the Hyp-rule as long as possible; this produces the ABox shown in Fig. 6b . Labels of individuals b and c do not coincide any more, so individual c is not blocked by individual b, and so the ≥-rule must be applied to c, and by exhaustively applying the Hyp-rule to c we derive B 1 (c), as shown in Fig. 6c . The derivation of B 1 (c), however, depends on the successors of c, and it does not lead to the derivation of other assertions involving an ancestor of c; therefore, already in the ABox shown in Fig. 6a , we can 'cut' the subtree under b and 'paste' it under c since doing so does not enable any additional hypertableau inferences. In other words, we can let b block c in the ABox shown in Fig. 6b even though the labels of the two individuals do not coincide exactly. More generally, an individual s can block an individual s if no hypertableau inferences are enabled when we temporarily replace the subtree under s with the direct successors of s . A naïve way to apply this idea is to consider each pair of individuals s and s , for each pair apply the temporary replacement, and then check whether any of the DL-clauses are applicable to s; if not, then we declare that s is blocked by s . Such an approach, however, would be very inefficient since it would consider a quadratic number of individual pairs.
To obtain a practical solution, we use a heuristic to identify pairs of individuals that are likely to block each other; we call these candidate pairs. Towards this goal, each assertion in an ABox is assigned a flag specifying whether the assertion is core or not. There are several ways to determine the value of this flag, all of which are discussed in more detail in [7] ; intuitively, all of these approaches aim to identify the assertions that determine the 'properties' of the involved individuals, with the expectation that similar individuals should occur in similar core assertions. In our example, concepts A i would belong to the core, whereas concepts B i would not. Then, in order to determine candidate pairs of individuals, we compare the core assertions of the two individuals. For each thus obtained candidate pair of s and s , we then conduct the check from the previous paragraph and determine with certainty whether s can block s.
Supporting Additional Features
We next discuss several features supported in HermiT that go beyond the OWL 2 DL standard, but that have been identified as very useful in practice.
SWRL Rules
The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) extends OWL with rules, which can capture non-tree-like axioms [29] such as 'all uncles of a person share the same father, who is also that person's grandfather' [15] . Although reasoning in OWL ontologies extended with SWRL rules is undecidable in general, restricting the application of rules to individuals explicitly named in the input ABox-that is, treating the rules as being DL-safe-ensures decidability [29] .
HermiT's reasoning algorithm is based on DL-clauses, which are essentially rules, so extending the reasoning algorithm to handle SWRL rules requires minimal effort. The main challenge is to respect the DL-safety requirement, which is ensured by extending each rule r with an atom O(x) for each variable x occurring in r, where O is a internal predicate used by HermiT to qualify all individuals occurring in the input ABox. After this modification, the Hyp-rule can be used as usual to apply the rules and derive their consequences.
A problem can arise, however, if SWRL rules use transitive properties, or properties defined via property chain axioms, and in these circumstances HermiT is, in general, incomplete. An extension of the automata-based encoding of properties has recently been developed that solves this problem for transitive properties [5] , and we conjecture that this approach can be extended to correctly handle property chains as well; however, the approach has not yet been implemented in HermiT.
Description Graphs
Description Graphs are an extension of OWL designed to facilitate more precise modelling of arbitrarily connected structures [24] . Reasoning with an unrestricted extension of OWL 2 DL with description graphs is undecidable, but several decidable restrictions of the general formalism have been developed [24] . Roughly speaking, these ensure that ontologies extended with description graphs can axiomatise structures of unbounded size, but whose non-tree-like components are all bounded in size; the latter observation can then be used to define a suitable notion of blocking and thus ensure termination of reasoning.
Description graphs have also been implemented in HermiT. Given an OWL 2 DL ontology extended with description graphs and rules, HermiT can determine whether the restrictions necessary for decidability are satisfied; if so, the ontology can be used in all standard reasoning tasks. Since there is no standard syntax for description graphs, these can at present be passed to HermiT only via a Java API.
SPARQL Queries
The SPARQL query language [33] and its revision SPARQL 1.1 [11] provide a standard query interface for Semantic Web systems. The SPARQL 1.1 version of the language includes several entailment regimes [9, 10] that support querying implicit information logically entailed by an ontology and the data. The OWL 2 Direct Semantics Entailment Regime has been specifically designed to enable querying OWL 2 DL ontologies interpreted under the Direct Semantics [27] of OWL 2 DL, and is thus of particular interest to OWL reasoners.
HermiT supports SPARQL queries via the OWL-BGP SPARQL wrapper 3 -a separate library that implements SPARQL query answering using HermiT's public interface [21] . The wrapper is based on the Apache Jena SPARQL processor ARQ, 4 and it can be used with any reasoner that supports the OWL API; however, HermiT also provides several methods for retrieving ontology statistics that the wrapper uses to produce near-optimal query evaluation plans [21] .
Evaluation
We compared HermiT 1.3.7 with the state of the art tableau reasoners Pellet 2.3.0 [36] and FaCT++ 1.6.1 [39] . Pellet and FaCT++ are based on tableau algorithms [17] , so they use a different set of derivation rules and (possibly) a different blocking strategy than HermiT. The purpose of our evaluation was mainly to compare the behaviour of the hypertableau calculus and our reasoning optimisations with that of the tableau calculi and other optimisations in the other systems, and furthermore to demonstrate the advantages of HermiT on a certain set of ontologies. Individual reuse is not enabled by default because its performance can be unpredictable; however, on some ontologies it offers considerable performance improvements, so we also tested a version called HermiT-IR in which individual reuse is always switched on. Our tests involved primarily class classification-a core reasoning service for all reasoners that provides us with a natural measure of a reasoner's performance-but we also measured the time needed to check the consistency of all classes in several ontologies, as this allowed us to analyse the impact of consistency test optimisations independently from the impact of classification optimisations. We did not measure property classification times since, to the best of our knowledge, the other reasoners are incomplete on that task [8] .
We used a repository of standard ontologies, mainly from the Open Biological Ontologies (OBO) Foundry, 5 the Gardiner ontology suite [6] , the Phenoscape Project, 6 and several variants of the GALEN ontology [34] . We preprocessed all ontologies to resolve ontology imports so that each test ontology is contained in a single file loadable though the OWL API. Each test ontology is assigned a unique ontology ID, which can be used to download the ontology from our ontology repository. 7 Please note that each ontology ID identifies a particular self-contained and 'frozen' OWL ontology file-that is, a different version of the same ontology, or a version that imports different ontologies, is assigned a different ontology ID.
We did not consider ontologies that contain datatypes outside the OWL 2 datatype map, ontologies that are inconsistent, or ontologies that are too simple to provide any useful test of performance (i.e., that contain few axioms and/or classes). We thus selected 484 consistent OWL 2 ontologies from our repository, with expressivity ranging from DL-Lite and EL to SROIQ(D), and containing between 100 and 2,492,761 axioms, between 40 and 244,232 classes, and between 1 and 2,259 properties. Several commonly-used and well-known ontologies from our test suite are shown in Table 1, with the table columns showing the ontology ID, a human-readable name (Name), the DL expressivity (DL), the number of classes (C), the number of properties (P), the number of TBox axioms (T), and the number of RBox axioms (R).
All experiments were run on a Dell T7600 workstation with two quad core Intel Xeon processors running at 3.30GHz under 64-bit Linux. We used Java 1.6 with 12 GB of heap memory per test. Each test was allowed at most 30 minutes to complete. For each test, we loaded the ontology using the OWL API, passed it to the reasoner, and then measured the wall-clock time for each test. Most reasoners pre-process ontologies as they read them from the OWL API, which can be seen as a form of reasoning; hence, we included this time into each test. Finally, classification times may vary considerably from run to run with all of the reasoners considered, so the presented results were obtained as an average over two runs, or three runs for the results in Table 3 . 8 Figure 7 shows the results of the ontology classification tests. The upper chart shows the number of ontologies successfully classified by a reasoner grouped by reasoning times shown on the horizontal axis. The number of ontologies that each reasoner failed to classify either due to memory exhaustion or an internal error are shown in the 'other' group. The lower chart shows the cumulative numbers of successfully classified ontologies grouped by the reasoning time. Please note that the scales of the axes in the two charts are different. Figure 7 shows that the ontologies in our repository are quite diverse: many can be classified within 100 ms, but quite a few turned out to be 'hard' for the reasoners. There are 20 ontologies that no reasoner could classify with the given resource bounds; these include the GALEN ontology and several of its modules, two extensions of the GO ontology, the OMEO ontologies, and several Phenoscape ontologies. Pellet and FaCT++ were able to classify more ontologies than HermiT in 100 ms. Even without individual reuse, however, HermiT was able to classify 64 ontologies that the other two reasoners were unable to process within the given time and memory bounds; these include several OBO ontologies, a large number of Phenoscape ontologies, and the majority of the extensions to the GO ontology. Table 2 shows, for each major group of ontologies in our repository, the number of ontologies successfully classified by HermiT (H), HermiT with individual reuse (H-IR), Pellet (P), and FaCT++ (F). Figure 8 shows the classification times for ontologies on which all reasoners took less than one minute, and at least one reasoner took more than five seconds; the horizontal axis shows the ontology IDs. As one can see, the performance of HermiT is comparable to that of the other reasoners.
We next focus on the 'hard' ontologies-that is, ontologies that at least one reasoner took more than a minute to classify. For brevity and clarity, we present the results only for 20 common ontologies in this group. For some 'hard' ontologies (e.g., for OBO ontologies), our repository contains several different versions of the same ontology, in which case we report the results only for the newest available version. Table 3 summarises our results. We identified four groups of these ontologies, which we delineate in Table 3 using horizontal lines. The first group contains ontologies on which HermiT-IR is much faster than HermiT. There are four ontologies that HermiT failed to classify but HermiT-IR processed successfully, which demonstrates the practical benefits of individual reuse. Furthermore, individual reuse allows HermiT to classify BAMS-simplified (ID 00004), NIF-gross-anatomy (ID 00354), and Fly-anatomy-XP (ID 00463) much faster than the other two reasoners; however, FaCT++ outperforms HermiT-IR on ACGT-v1.0 (ID 00001), DOLCE (ID 00024), and OBI (ID 00350). All of these ontologies contain nominals, which prevents HermiT from caching blocking labels.
The second group contains ontologies on which HermiT (without individual reuse) outperforms the other two reasoners. The good performance of HermiT in these cases is largely due to the caching of blocking labels: only the first test is hard, and all subsequent tests are easy because early blocking (facilitated through caching) prevents the creation of large we measured the time needed to iteratively determine the consistency of all classes in the ontologies, which can benefit only from consistency test optimisations; Table 4 shows the results of these tests. On LUBM-one-uni (ID 00347) and Molecule-role (ID 00545), HermiT determined class consistency in time similar to FaCT++, whereas HermiT outperformed FaCT++ on these ontologies during classification; we believe that the latter is mainly due to our classification optimisations. Furthermore, we believe that the same observation explains why HermiT classified FMA-lite (ID 00471) and RNA-v0.2 (ID 00774) faster than Pellet. Finally, FaCT++ determined the consistency of all classes one or two orders of magnitude quicker than HermiT on AERO (ID 00351), FMA-lite, and RNA-v0.2. However, HermiT is competitive with FaCT++ on these ontologies, which we also believe to be mainly due to our optimised classification algorithm. The fourth group contains ontologies that HermiT failed to classify, even with individual reuse. In contrast, Pellet and/or FaCT++ could classify some of these ontologies, sometimes easily. In particular, HermiT failed to classify the Lipid (ID 00512) ontology, which poses no problems for Pellet or FaCT++. Our analysis revealed that the main bottleneck in HermiT on this ontology is due to a large number of individual merges encountered during the pre-model construction-an effect that does not seem to occur in other test ontologies. Furthermore, HermiT also failed to process GALEN-no-FIT (ID 00026): even with individual reuse, the pre-models constructed by HermiT get very large due to complex cyclic axioms, so checking the blocking condition and working with the Extension Manager becomes very slow. Better engineering might alleviate some of these problems, but is is unlikely to completely solve them. In contrast, Pellet successfully processed GALEN-no-FIT since it includes a specialised reasoner for ELH that derives all subsumptions in one pass using a consequence-based saturation procedure.
To summarise, although HermiT is not universally better than Pellet and FaCT++ on all test ontologies, our results indicate that HermiT may be more robust on 'hard' ontologies as it managed to successfully process more ontologies. Individual reuse seems to be particularly useful on such ontologies and can significantly improve HermiT's performance, but it can also have a negative impact: HermiT-IR is much slower than HermiT on GALENundoctored (ID 00032) and NCI-v12.04e (ID 00786). As we explained in Section 4.1, this degradation is often due to (inverse-)functional properties; however, please note that HermiT-IR was very effective on ACGT-v1.0 (ID 00001), BAMS-simplified (ID 00004), DOLCE (ID 00024), FMA-constitutional (ID 00285), OBI (ID 00350), and NIF-grossanatomy (ID 00354), all of which contain (inverse-)functional properties. Devising ways to estimate whether ontology axioms interact in a way that is adverse to individual reuse is an interesting topic for our future research.
Conclusions
In this system description paper we have presented the HermiT OWL 2 reasoner and its architecture, and have briefly described several novel optimisation techniques used to improve HermiT's performance; these include optimisations of single consistency tests as well as optimisations of complex reasoning tasks. Finally, we discussed HermiT's support for several features that go beyond OWL 2, such as SWRL rules, description graphs, and SPARQL queries. Hence, this paper provides a comprehensive overview of the system, which will hopefully help users and developers to better understand the various options and extension points available.
We have also presented the results of a detailed performance comparison of of HermiT, FaCT++, and Pellet on a wide range of ontologies. All test ontologies used are accessible via immutable URIs, thus allowing our tests to be easily repeated. Although HermiT does not outperform the other reasoners on all ontologies, its performance seems to be more consistent, particularly on 'hard' ontologies.
HermiT is already a very optimised reasoner and, in order to significantly improve the performance and the number of ontologies that can be processed, we believe that novel approaches are needed. A step in this direction is the combination of tableau-based with consequence-based reasoning procedures. This approach is currently being explored in the reasoners MORe [1] , WSReasoner [37] , and Konclude. 9 The first two reasoners internally combine HermiT with the EL reasoners ELK [20] and ConDOR [35] , respectively, whereas Konclude directly combines both types of reasoning procedures to maximise the benefits of the combination.
Up-to-date information can be found on the Hermit's website, 10 and its Google code project 11 provides an issue tracker and a discussion forum.
